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Haley gathers 12 medical outsiders' stories to support his theory that the AMA, FDA, and big
pharmaceutical companies conspire to prevent new ideas from entering medical analysis and
practice. Furthermore, his assertion that at least five of the 12 should have been Nobel
laureates strains credibility, and the implication that the AMA settings the decisions of the
Nobel committees seems dubious. anticancer bloodstream researcher Gaston Naessens;
anticancer herbalist Harry Hoxsey; and antineoplastin researcher Stanislaw Burzynski. Those
persecuted medical investigators are pretty well known, however, many of Haley's other
instances concern forgotten males like William Koch, developer of the antipolio medication
Glyoxylide, whom many could find more interesting because of the obscurity. The tales of all
12 are often absent from current medical histories, which alone makes this reserve worthwhile.
Haley's thesis that lots of of his topics were victims of organized medicine, however, remains
unproven. His subjects consist of Andrew Ivy, who advocated the discredited anticancer
medication Krebiozen; --William Beatty, American Library Association.
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Many, many people think that there is no cure for malignancy .... Highly unlikely. What got
even more credibility to this book was omitting Hulda Clarck which that Mede this book more
credible. The FDA, NIH, USDA...THE REALITY About the Drug Companies: How They Deceive
Us and How to proceed About It Must go through, don't believe the lies you are getting told.
Most Cancers if not absolutely all, easily cured....ought to be brought up on charges of crimes
against humanity.One question....why is this book, published in 2000, already out of printing?
This should be required reading atlanta divorce attorneys college. A must browse in one's life
This book which provided lost forgotten data and knowledge was very informative. Very well
researched by a Harward graduate and a senator. How much better that may be?! A very
important factor was few movies and pictures might have been added." This courageous lady
chose to avoid surgery, chemo and radiation . Why juries got hung quite often? How come it
really is allowed for NCI to end up being owner of some medications? How come no FBI is
named in cases of therefore known as genocide?die of cancers! So I think author has showed
some information but to me they have become one sided and we must not know the whole
picture. Their constitution guarantees total freedom for all residents and all physicians to
choose any therapy they wish to apply to their illnesses. Also if cancers therapy is usually
hushed hushed after that why first class people like Kennedies, Jobes, Rhinquest ... Why
Fitzgerald survey for conspiracy is held hush hush?? That's why many informed malignancy
victims choose to contact their travel agents instead of their oncologists. thus saving her
breasts, and preventing the trap constructed by the culprits mentioned above.that's what their
doctor told them This book sums up why the American Health System comes in dead last but
not least the highly developed nations, and why the fitness of Americans is a very high priced
joke. Think about it - we give people "poison" (chemo-therapy) to try to help people get well!.
Must Read! Even I saw in India derivative of the homeopathic medicine has healed stage IV
malignancy by glyoxilic acid derivative plus they had expressed shock how come for 40 years
this know derivative with known and attempted effetcs was forgotten?! Underneath line: a
wholesome person in not "lucrative" to the greedy, managed money machine we call
healthcare. . Medical Politics is usually killing us Ideally this well researched book will open
your eyes about the suppression of natural therapies for various diseases such as for example
cancer. just drink some milk beefed up with antibodies."I believe future generations will look
back on this generation as barbaric.The author, a former NY state Assemblyman, advocates a
"free of charge market where nontoxic therapies can compete freely and openly with the toxic
therapies currently accepted by the medical establishment, and the freedom for doctors and
patients to use them. Some of the tales you will find hard to believe - but believe it. If what he
said is true and Fitzgerald record is correct 100% then not even God can help us. I desire you
to believe twice before donating to any tumor organization. Cancer is normally a big multi-
billion dollar sector!Another book to read: . Everyone should read this book, only truth. Yes you
can heal cancer, but the gub'ment will battle you every step of the way. Five Stars This must
be understood by those who are needlessly suffering from high cost, ineffective "medicine"."
As a result, Americans continue to think that "we're number 1" in treating cancers and other
illnesses or disorders. Three cheers for her, and could others have the presence of mind to
become fully informed ahead of any cancer diagnosis. Do you mean they didn't know these
data! Cancer therapies obtainable in Germany and Mexico give an array of therapies that are
much more likely to lead to a cure.Equador has the best answer to our problem, however, and
we ought to emulate them. But anyway I am hoping with more researches on his references
I'll get a better balanced watch of fact . No Equadorian is likely to select surgery, chemo, or



radiation when they find out of the multitude of efficacious and non'toxic cancers options
available to them.. Also if FDA and NCI is similar to this why no counter sue was done by these
doctors?..? The facts, however, are that we're at the bottom of the medical heap.As fa as Dr
Naessens he may no onager sell his adapter in Canada because as I researched it is now
forbidden simply by Helth Canada. Keep youre eyes open This book blew my socks off, i ve
been talking about it since i got in the mail. While the degree of corruption and deceit in the
wonderful world of medicine and healthcare is actually appauling, this theme of the reserve
does get a bit stale at the end, it really is nevertheless compelling plenty of to keep you
reading.But simply because you get farther in to the book, mainly because each story has out
and you move in to the next 1. At least for me what really kept me turning the webpages was
the true genius of the men and women in this book. From Koch's Glyoxylide, to Gaston
Naessens discovery of Somatids, each story changes how you look at biology,human
anatomy, and destroys your assumptions and views on medicine. Five Stars Greatall of them.
Lyme disease, and several other lethal illnesses .Your best option for an American worried
about the odds of developing cancer would be to purchase both "Politics in Recovery" as well
as Susanne Sommers' book, "Knock OUt. The 3 band circus of the FDA, AMA and
pharmaceutical companies have shattered the lives of innovative scientists and physicians
who developed possible solutions.I think this is essential read for anyone. Specifically for thos
who want to move in the medical field, wants to or will be, and anyone with cancer as there
some of these treatments available. Enlightening to say minimal. My favorite was the hosey
tale. I cant believe how much damage offers been by the people that say they like us the
most. Efficacious American Health Care Hijacked For greater than a century the AMA, NIH,
FDA and Big Pharma have conspired to prevent amazingly efficacious therapies from
becoming part of our "Regular of Care. Five Stars Eye Opening!! Concerning Glyoxylide by Dr
Koch, it really is unbelievable but on additional research it seems he's correct, Dr Koch also
offers a book with proof of pathological samples to show the cases one at a time and I
currently ordered that book which also is readable on line.! Five Stars This will be on
everybody's bookshelf. Five Stars A must-browse for anyone interested in their wellness.
Strokes if treated early plenty of, paralysis is preventable.
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